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The music of the Northeast Dazongge is an important part of the Northeast Yangko. Studying the musical characteristics of the Northeast 

Great Autumn Song has both theoretical value and practical reference significance for the prosperity and development of the entire Northeast 
Great Yangko. Nationality, regionality, people's attitude and the musical characteristics of the Northeast Yangko are investigated. 
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Yangko is one of the folk dances of the Han nationality in my country. According to research, this folk dance originated from agricultural 
labor and is the abbreviation of "Song of Transplanting Rice". Dancers usually dress up into various characters (such as White Snake, 
Green Snake, Xu Xian, Tang Seng, Sun Wukong, Silly Pillar Little Mom, etc.), holding fans, handkerchiefs, colorful silks and other props to 
dance. In the performance form it is divided into two parts: "big field" and "small field". The big field is a large group dance with changing 
formation. The large field is a large group dance with changing formation, the small field is a dance with simple plot performed by two or 
three people or a song and dance opera, sometimes also for a person alone singing folk songs. 

The music of the Northeast Great Yangko is an important part of the Northeast Great Autumn Song. Music and the dance of the 
Northeast Great Yangko each accounts for half of the entire Northeast Great Yangko, forming a pattern of singing, dancing and audio-visual 
integration. 

Studying the musical characteristics of the Northeast Yangko has the dual value of rational speculation and practical reference for the 
prosperity and development of the Northeast Yangko. Many artists have high praise for the Northeast Dayangs. Nationality is the life and 
soul of all arts. "The more national, the more world" has long been agreed in the hearts of many artists. The Russian writer Herzen pointed 
out as early as the 19th century: "Poets and artists are always full of nationality in their real works" [1, p. 27]. 

The national character of the Northeast Yangko music matches the national character of the entire Northeast Yangko, and serves the 
national character of the entire Northeast Yangko. The Northeast Yangko is a national dance of the Han nationality in China. 

The methods of the dance include "rolling cabbage hearts", "walking scissors strands", "braiding garlic braids", "Pearl Upside Down 
Rolling Curtains", "Enchanted Array", as well as singing and dancing forms such as walking on stilts, running morning boats, running 
donkeys, bamboo lanterns, and lanterns, all of which have distinctive Han national characteristics of the dance. The songs and dances of 
"Xiaochang" are also folk songs and dances. 

The music of the Northeast Yangko is divided into two types: the accompaniment music (instrumental music) of the "big field" dance 
and the singing (vocal music) and accompaniment (instrumental music) of the "small field". Whether it is the instrumental accompaniment of 
"Dachang" or the vocal singing and instrumental accompaniment of "Xiaochang", they are all typical folk music. 

The musical instruments that accompany the "Dachang" dance are mainly suona, drums, gongs, and cymbals, all of which are ancient 
national musical instruments. The musical instruments that accompany the "Xiaochang" dance include bamboo boards, shouyuzi and erhu 
in addition to the above-mentioned instruments, Sanxian, etc, are also traditional national musical instruments. 

The "General's Order", "The Order of Victory", "Sentences and Sentences", "Big Girl Beauty" and other pieces of music accompany 
"Dachang". They are also typical national vocal works. Moreover, the composition methods of these pieces are also nationalized. For 
example, in terms of melody, it is a unique melody of ethnic music. In terms of rhythm, four or two beats are often used, which are also 
nationalized rhythms. In terms of theme development techniques, commonly changes and repetitions are used such as "Head and Tail" or 
"Add Flower Variation". In terms of mode, the traditional pentatonic mode is often used (with "Gong Shang Jiao Zheng Yu" as the mode 
name), and the music is used as a symbol to express the mode, the pitch of the tonic (tonality). 

All of these have fully proved that the national characteristics of the Northeast Yangko music are very obvious and need not be 
repeated. 

Regionality is also one of the main characteristics of Northeast Yangko music. "From the beginning of literature and art, there is the 
regionality of literature and art and the corresponding cultural implication. Regional culture is the most basic part of the national cultural 
collective. The stronger the regional cultural characteristics, the more distinctive the national cultural characteristics" [2, p. 56-67]. As Mr. Lu 
Xun said: "If you have a local color, it is easy to become the world's, that is, to be noticed by other countries. If you play it in the world, you 
will be powerful in China's activities" [3, p. 391]. 

The regionality of the music of the Northeast Great Autumn Song also matches the regionality of the entire Northeast Great Autumn 
Song, and serves the regionality of the entire Northeast Great Autumn Song. Northeast Yangko, as the name suggests, refers to the 
popular Yangko in the Northeast region. It has different regional styles and characteristics, such as Northern Shaanxi Yangko, Hebei 
Yangko, Shandong Jiaozhou Yangko and Guzi Yangko. 

The music of the Northeast Yangko fully demonstrates the characteristics of Northeast music culture: the overall style is warm, rough, 
and bold; the melody materials use Northeast folk songs, minor keys, and ditties. In terms of musical vocabulary and literary language the 
Northeast vocabulary and Northeast China dialect are used and in terms of local music, it belongs to the suona music in the Northeast 
advocacy music. All of these have strongly proved that the regional characteristics of the Northeast Yangko music are also very distinct and 
unquestionable. 

Folk character is also one of the main characteristics of Northeast Dazongge music. The folk nature of Northeast Yangko music also 
matches the folk nature of the entire Northeast Yangko, and serves the folk nature of the entire Northeast Yangko. The Northeast Yangko 
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originated in the Northeast folk in the early Qing Dynasty. "In the early Qing Dynasty, temple fairs were popular all over the Northeast, and 
the big Yangko was also popular." [4, p. 4]. 

According to the "Liu Bian Ji Lue" written by Yang Bin of the Qing Dynasty, it is recorded: "There is no night in the sky, and those who 
are good at it often dress up as Yangko. The Yangko dancers use boys as three or four women, and three or four people to join the army, 
each holding a chi. The two round woods dance against each other in the summer, and pretend to be the leader who is holding an umbrella 
and lamp and selling plasters. They are accompanied by gongs and drums. After dancing, they will sing. After singing, they will dance" [5, 
p.91]. The activities are closely related. Not only the Spring Festival, Lantern Festival, Qingming Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, Young Crop 
Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival and other festivals will have Yangko performances, but also folk birthday celebrations, building foundation, 
housewarming, red (marriage), white (funeral), Blue (sacrifices), yellow (temple fairs), black (street lanterns, river lanterns) and other folk 
customs. 

At the event, there are big Yangko songs on stage. Especially after the reform and opening up, the Twisting Northeast Yangko has 
become a popular mass cultural activity for urban and rural people to keep fit, entertain themselves, and socialize. 

Therefore, the music of the Northeast Yangko has become a kind of music that the people of the Northeast love to listen, and everyone 
can hum the tunes of "Sentences Double" and "Big Girl Beauty". The Yangko tunes of "Looking at the Opera" and "Small Drums" and folk 
songs such as "Looking at the Lover", "Lost the Ring" and "Watching the Yangko" are well-known to every household, and are known to all 
women and children. 

All of these are enough to prove that the folk characteristics of Northeast Dazong songs are obvious to all and well-known. 
To sum up, it can be seen that the Northeast Yangko music belongs to the categories of national music culture, regional music culture 

and folk music. These three characteristics are also its three pillars, forming a three-legged trend, making it always stand in the forest of 
national culture. 
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